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We study an extension of the Standard Model (SM) in which two copies of the SM-Higgs doublet which
do not acquire a vacuum expectation value, and hence are inert, are added to the scalar sector. The lightest
particle from the inert sector, which is protected from decaying to SM particles through the conservation of
a Z2 symmetry, is a viable dark matter candidate. We allow for CP violation in this extended dark sector and
evaluate the ZZZ vertex and its CP-violating form factor in several benchmark scenarios. We provide
collider signatures of this dark CP violation in the form of potentially observable asymmetries and cross
sections for the f f̄ → Z → ZZ process at both leptonic and hadronic machines.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of what looks like the Standard Model
(SM) Higgs boson by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at
the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1,2] a great effort
has been put into establishing detailed properties of this
particle. Although, as of now, all measurements are consistent with the SM predictions, it is possible that this
discovered scalar is a part of the larger scalar sector.
There is a number of reasons to believe that the SM of
particle physics is not complete. Cosmological observations imply that only around 4% of the energy budget of the
Universe is explained by baryons [3]. In fact, 85% of matter
in the Universe is often assumed to be in the form of
nonbaryonic cold, neutral, and weakly interacting dark
matter (DM) [4–6], with masses of different proposed
candidates varying from a few GeV to a few TeV.
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Models with extended scalar sector with a discrete
symmetry can provide such a particle, e.g., the inert doublet
model (IDM), a 2-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) with an
unbroken discrete Z2 symmetry [7]. The scalar sector of the
IDM contains 1 inert doublet, which is Z2 -odd, does not
develop a vacuum expectation value (VEV) and does not
couple to fermions, and 1 active Z2 -even Higgs doublet,
which has a nonzero VEV and couples to fermions in the
same way as the SM Higgs doublet, hence also referred to
as Ið1 þ 1ÞHDM. The IDM, however constrained, is a
viable model that can provide a viable DM candidate (see
the latest analyses, e.g., in [8–11]). However, due to the
imposed exact Z2 symmetry, all parameters in the potential
are real and there is no room for additional sources of
CP violation. In order to have CP violation and DM in
multi-inert doublet models at least three scalar doublets
are needed.
In this work we focus on the Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM: a 3HDM
with 2 inert doublets and 1 active Higgs doublet, where CP
violation appears purely in the inert sector [12–17].
The other possibility, i.e., Ið1 þ 2ÞHDM: a 3HDM with
1 inert doublet plus 2 active Higgs doublets has CP
violation in the extended active sector [18,19]. However,
this leads to significant restrictions on the amount of CP
violation by SM Higgs data, as the Higgs particle observed
at the LHC is very SM-like, and by contributions to
the electric dipole moments (EDMs) of electron and
neutron [20,21].
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In the Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM the active sector is by construction
SM-like.1 The inert sector contains 6 new scalars, 4 neutral
and 2 charged ones. With the introduction of CP violation
in the inert sector, the neutral inert particles will have
mixed CP quantum numbers. Note that the inert sector is
protected by a conserved Z2 symmetry from coupling to
the SM particles, therefore, the amount of CP violation
introduced here is not constrained by EDM data. The DM
candidate, in this scenario, is the lightest state among
the CP-mixed inert states which enlivens yet another
region of viable DM mass range, with respect to both
Ið1 þ 1ÞHDM and CP-conserving Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM [12–17].
The layout of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In
Sec. II, we present the details of the scalar potential and the
theoretical and experimental limits on its parameters as well
as our benchmark points (BPs). We then follow with the
implementation and calculations of the f f̄ → Z → ZZ
process in Sec. III, where f is a generic fermion. In Sec. IV,
we discuss observable asymmetries in lepton and hadron
colliders. Finally, in Sec. V, we conclude and present the
outlook for our future studies.

II. THE Ið2 + 1ÞHDM FRAMEWORK
A. The scalar potential
As discussed in [17], the scalar sector of the model is
composed of three scalar doublets:

 Hþ 
 Hþ 

Gþ
1
2
ϕ1 ¼ H1 þiA1 ; ϕ2 ¼ H2 þiA2 ; ϕ3 ¼ vþhþiG
: ð1Þ
0
pﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃ
2
2

2

We impose a Z2 symmetry on the model under which the
fields transform as
ϕ1 → −ϕ1 ;

ϕ2 → −ϕ2 ;

ϕ3 → ϕ3 ;

SM → SM:

ð2Þ

To keep this symmetry exact, i.e., respected by the vacuum,
ϕ1 and ϕ2 have to be the inert doublets, hϕ1 ip¼ﬃﬃﬃ hϕ2 i ¼ 0,
while ϕ3 is the active doublet, hϕ3 i ¼ v= 2 ≠ 0, and
plays the role of the SM Higgs doublet. Here, h stands for
the SM-like Higgs boson and G , G0 are the would-be
Goldstone bosons.
The resulting Z2 -symmetric potential has the following
form [14,22]2:

V 3HDM ¼ V 0 þ V Z2 ;
V 0 ¼ −μ21 ðϕ†1 ϕ1 Þ − μ22 ðϕ†2 ϕ2 Þ − μ23 ðϕ†3 ϕ3 Þ þ λ11 ðϕ†1 ϕ1 Þ2 þ λ22 ðϕ†2 ϕ2 Þ2 þ λ33 ðϕ†3 ϕ3 Þ2
þ λ12 ðϕ†1 ϕ1 Þðϕ†2 ϕ2 Þ þ λ23 ðϕ†2 ϕ2 Þðϕ†3 ϕ3 Þ þ λ31 ðϕ†3 ϕ3 Þðϕ†1 ϕ1 Þ
þ λ012 ðϕ†1 ϕ2 Þðϕ†2 ϕ1 Þ þ λ023 ðϕ†2 ϕ3 Þðϕ†3 ϕ2 Þ þ λ031 ðϕ†3 ϕ1 Þðϕ†1 ϕ3 Þ;
V Z2 ¼ −μ212 ðϕ†1 ϕ2 Þ þ λ1 ðϕ†1 ϕ2 Þ2 þ λ2 ðϕ†2 ϕ3 Þ2 þ λ3 ðϕ†3 ϕ1 Þ2 þ H:c:

All parameters of V 0 are real by construction. The
parameters of V Z2 can be complex and therefore it is
possible to introduce explicit CP violation in the model.
For the relevant3 complex parameters, we have
λ2 ¼ jλ2 je ;
iθ2

λ3 ¼ jλ3 je ;
iθ3

ð4Þ

with explicit CP-violating phases θ2 and θ3 . As motivated
and discussed in detail in [17], we study the dark hierarchy
limit where the following relations are imposed:
1

Tree-level interactions are identical to those of the SM Higgs,
with the exception of possible Higgs decays to new states
provided they are sufficiently light. At loop level, additional
scalar states contribute to Higgs interactions, such as in the
h → gg; γγ and Zγ.
2
We ignore additional Z2 -symmetric terms that can be added to
the potential, e.g., ðϕ†3 ϕ1 Þðϕ†2 ϕ3 Þ, ðϕ†1 ϕ2 Þðϕ†3 ϕ3 Þ, ðϕ†1 ϕ2 Þðϕ†1 ϕ1 Þ
and ðϕ†1 ϕ2 Þðϕ†2 ϕ2 Þ. as they do not change the phenomenology of
the model [17].
3
The parameter λ1 can also take a complex value, however,
since it is only relevant for dark particle self-interactions, it does
not appear in the discussion above. Also, the parameter μ212 has a
nonphysical phase which can be rotated away.

ð3Þ

μ21 ¼ nμ22 ;

Reλ3 ¼ nReλ2 ;

λ31 ¼ nλ23 ;

λ031 ¼ nλ023 :

Imλ3 ¼ nImλ2 ;
ð5Þ

In the dark hierarchy limit, the only two relevant complex
parameters, λ2 and λ3 , are related through the relations
jλ3 j ¼ njλ2 j and θ3 ¼ θ2 . The angle θ2 is therefore the only
relevant CP-violating phase and is referred to as θCPV
throughout the paper.
B. Physical scalar states
In the Z2 -conserving minimum of the potential, i.e., at
μ2
the point ð0; 0; pvﬃﬃÞ with v2 ¼ λ 3 , the resulting mass spec2

33

trum of the scalar particles is as follows (as detailed
in [17]).
(1) Z2 -even fields from the active doublet, h the SM-like
Higgs boson and G0 , G the Goldstone fields.

(2) Z2 -odd charged inert fields, S
1 and S2 , from the
inert doublets.
(3) Z2 -odd CP-mixed neutral inert fields, S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 .
We adopt a notation where mS1 <mS2 <mS3 <mS4 ,
hence choosing S1 as DM candidate. In the remainder
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of the paper, the notations S1 and DM will be used
interchangeably.

TABLE I. The input and derived parameters of our BPs. The
masses are given in GeV.

C. Constraints on the Ið2 + 1ÞHDM parameters
The latest theoretical and experimental constrains that
are applicable to our studies and the discussion of prospects
of detection of the model at future collider experiments
are described in details in [17] to which we refer the reader.
All considered BPs agree with these constraints.
D. Selection of BPs
Based on the analysis done in our previous papers
[12,13,15,16], we have chosen a number of BPs to
represent different regions of parameter space in the model.
As the aim of the paper is to test the model at colliders,
we are focusing here on relatively light masses of DM
particles, with mS1 ≲ 80 GeV. In this mass region, the
Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM provides three distinctive types of benchmark scenarios, as follows.
(1) Scenario A: with a large mass splittings, of order
50 GeV or so, between the DM candidate S1 and all
other inert particles, mS1 ≪ mS2 , mS3 , mS4 , mS1 ,
mS2 . Scenarios of this type can be realized within the
mass range 53 GeV ≤ mDM ≤ 75 GeV in agreement
with all theoretical and experimental constraints,
provided the Higgs-DM coupling, ghDM , is relatively small.
(2) Scenario B: with a small mass splitting, of order
20% of mDM , between the DM and the next-tolightest inert neutral particle, mS1 ∼ mS2 ≪ mS3 ,
mS4 , mS1 , mS2 . This choice also leads to a relatively
small mass splitting between S3 and S4 , effectively
separating the neutral sector into two groups, with
each generation accompanied by a charged scalar.
(3) Scenario C: with all neutral particles close in mass,
mS1 ∼ mS2 ∼ mS3 ∼ mS4 ≪ mS1 ∼ mS2 . Across the
whole low and medium mass range, this scenario
under-produces DM, due to the small mass splittings
of the neutral inert particles which in turn strengthen
the coannihilation channels, reducing the DM relic
density.
(4) Scenario D: which is essentially a scenario A with
large ZSi Sj couplings of order 0.1, and therefore a
smaller relic density.
For each BP, we list the input parameters, i.e., masses
of particles and all relevant couplings, following the
convention:
Lgauge ⊃ gZSi Sj Zμ ðSi ∂ μ Sj − Sj ∂ μ Si Þ;
v
∓
Lscalar ⊃ gSi Si h hS2i þ vgSi Sj h hSi Sj þ vgSi S∓j h hS
i Sj :
2

Point-A

Point-B

Point-C

Point-D

n
λ023
λ23
λ2
θCPV
μ22
μ212

0.6
−0.16
0.29
0.067
15π=16
−13800
5050

0.5
−0.145
0.171
0.013
7π=8
−15900
7950

0.8
−0.295
0.294
0.0009
31π=32
−3400
250

0.6
−0.169
0.26
−0.2
8π=15
−25300
13700

mS1
mS2
m
S1
mS3
mS4
m
S2

72.3
103.3
106.2
129.4
155.1
157.5

55.4
63.2
79.1
144.3
148.8
159.2

50.9
51.7
99.1
58.5
59.4
111.1

63.2
78.0
106.3
185.0
213.1
204.3

gZS1 S2 ¼ gZS3 S4
gZS1 S3 ¼ gZS2 S4
gZS1 S4 ¼ gZS2 S3

0.366
0.0397
0.0401

0.37
0.007
0.007

0.37
0.0025
0.0028

0.312
0.185
0.07

Table I shows the input and derived parameters for each of
the BPs.
III. THE EFFECTIVE ZZZ VERTEX
A. The Lorentz structure and the f Z4 contribution
The CP-violating weak basis invariants [23–28], in
particular the invariant which represents CP violation in
the mass matrix, contribute to the effective ZZZ vertex.
This particular invariant is proportional to the mass splitting
between the scalars which mediate the ZZZ loop, shown in
Fig. 1, the scalar-scalar-Z couplings and inversely proportional to the scalar masses [23],

J CP ∝

jm2Si − m2Sj jjm2Sj − m2Sk jjm2Sk − m2Si j
m2Si m2Sj m2Sk
× jgZSi Sj jjgZSj Sk jjgZSk Si j;

ð8Þ

ð6Þ
ð7Þ

FIG. 1. The one-loop triangle diagram contributing to the
fZ4 factor in the ZZZ vertex, mediated by nonidentical scalars
Si , Sj , Sk .
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FIG. 2. The f Z4 value (rescaled by the product of the three ZSi Sj couplings) in each BP, with respect to the momentum of the off-shell
incoming Z boson.

where i ≠ j ≠ k, i.e., the scalars in the loop are
nonidentical.
In the context of the 2HDM, the CP-violating form
factors for triple gauge boson couplings are known [29–31]
and have been studied phenomenologically [32–36].
Following the convention of [32,36], the Lorentz structure
of the ZZZ vertex when the incoming Z boson, characterized by momenta and Lorentz index (q, μ), is assumed to
be off-shell and the outgoing Z bosons, characterized by
(p1 , α) and (p2 , β), are assumed to be on-shell, as shown in
Fig. 1, is reduced to
eΓαβμ
ZZZ

f Z4 solely through the triangle diagram shown in Fig. 1 with
Si Sj Sk in the loop, since the odd Z2 charge of the inert
sector forbids any other diagrams.4
Using the package LoopTools [37], we calculate the total
one-loop contribution to the f Z4 factor in our model to be
given by a linear combination of the three-point tensor
coefficient functions C002 (in the LoopTools notation) as:
f Z4 ¼

×

q2 − m2Z Z α μβ
¼ ie
½f 4 ðq g þ qβ gμα Þ
m2Z
þ f Z5 ϵμαβρ ðp1 − p2 Þρ ;

m2Z
jgZS2 S3 jjgZS1 S3 jjgZS1 S2 j
2π 2 eðq2 − m2Z Þ
4
X

ϵijk C002 ðm2Z ; m2Z ; q2 ; m2i ; m2j ; m2k Þ;

ð10Þ

i;j;k

ð9Þ

where e is the proton charge. Also, it is assumed that Z
couples to a pair of light fermions f f̄, hence, the terms
proportional to the fermion mass have been neglected. The
dimensionless form factor f Z4 violates CP while f Z5 conserves CP. In our setup, the f Z5 contributions are purely
from the SM, while the scalar CP violation contributes to

where mi;j;k stands for the mass of the Si;j;k scalar. Figure 2
shows the value of f Z4 (rescaled by the product of the three
ZSi Sj couplings) with respect to the momentum of the offshell incoming Z boson, q, for all our BPs. Here, for cases
A, B, and D, we have highlighted the mass thresholds
4

For example, triangle diagrams where one neutral inert scalar
is replaced by a neutral Goldstone G0 or a Z boson.
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inside the loop at q ¼ mij ¼ mSi þ mSj . The mass thresholds in point C appear around 100 GeV which is well below
the energy required for a ZZ final state. As expected from
Eq. (8), BPs with larger scalar mass splittings have a larger
f Z4 contribution, namely points A, B, and D, while small
mass splittings lead to a small f Z4 contribution, as in
point C.
B. The f f̄ → Z → ZZ cross section
The expression in Eq. (9) can be extracted from the
following effective Lagrangian describing the V  ZZ coupling (V ¼ γ, Z) [38–40]:
LZZZ ¼ −

e Z
f ð∂ μ Zμβ ÞZα ð∂ α Zβ Þ;
m2Z 4

ð11Þ

where Zμν ¼ ∂ μ V ν − ∂ ν V μ .
Figure 3 shows the differential cross section at the LHC
for the qq̄ → Z → ZZ process, i.e., dσ=dMZZ versus M ZZ ,
obtained with CalcHEP [41] for BPs A, B, and D. We do
not show the cross section plots for BP C, since
pﬃﬃﬃthe
corresponding f Z4 is very small. Here, we have used s ¼
14 TeV as collider energy and the CTEQ6L1 parton
distribution functions (PDFs) [42] with renormalization/
factorization scale set equal to M ZZ . Comparing Figs. 2
and 3, it is evident that the cross section plots represent the
pattern of the f Z4 ones for each benchmark scenario with
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jf Z4 j ¼ Ref Z4 2 þ Imf Z4 2 .
Note that the qq̄ → ZZ process has a large tree-level
contribution
from the SM, with, e.g., σðppp→
pﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃ ZZÞ≈10 pb
at s ¼13TeV and σðeþ e− → ZZÞ≈1 pb at s ¼200GeV),
whose interference with the one-loop ZZZ process might
be observable. However, this interference term is noted to
be zero in [33]. We have verified this result by iteratively
applying the Dirac equation on the interference term.

FIG. 4. The differential cross section dσ=dM ZZ versus MZZ for
the f f̄ → Z → ZZ process for BP D at the 14 TeV LHC (f ¼ q)
and a lepton collider (f ¼ e) with different energies.

Figure 4 compares the obtained f f̄ → Z → ZZ cross
section at the LHC (where f ¼ q) and at a lepton collider
(where f ¼ e). While the result for the hadron collider was
obtained considering an energy of 14 TeV, for the lepton
collider we considered the energies of 250, 500, and
1000 GeV, which are the values proposed for future
eþ e− colliders such as the Future Circular Collider in
eþ e− mode (FCC-ee), International Linear Collider (ILC),
Compact Linear Collider (CLiC) or Circular ElectronPositron Collider (CEPC), see [43] for a comparison of
their physics potential. The selected electron/positron PDFs
in CalcHEP are the default ones (and we do not include
beamsstrahlung effects). Herein, it is remarkable to notice
that the LHC distribution generally has a much larger cross
section
than those at leptonic colliders, except for M ZZ ≈
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
seþ e− (which is natural, as without electron/positron PDFs
the distribution would be a δ-function at the lepton collider
energy5). However, very large luminosities would be
required to observe any event at any of these colliders.
This is nonetheless a rather novel result, as previous
literature exclusively concentrated on eþ e− colliders, thus
overlooking the fact that the LHC generally has more
sensitivity to the CP-violating contributions entering the
ZZZ vertex. Finally, here, we have illustrated this phenomenology for the case of BP D which has the largest
cross section among the studied BPs due to its large gZSi Sj
couplings, but the same pattern is also seen for the
other cases.
IV. CP-VIOLATING ASYMMETRIES
In an f f̄ → ZZ process, the helicities/polarizations of
the ZZ pair can be measured statistically from the angular

FIG. 3. The differential cross section dσ=dMZZ versus M ZZ
for the qq̄ → Z → ZZ process for BPs A, B, and D at the
14 TeV LHC.

5

A similar effect does not occur at the LHC, where the
incoming (anti)quark pair is confined inside the proton beams.
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distributions of their decay products. If the helicities/
polarizations of the Z bosons are known, one could define
CP-violating observables for the ZZ state to test CP
violation at future colliders [30,31,36,44–46].
These CP violating observables are defined as differential asymmetries, assuming that both the momenta and
helicities of the ZZ pair can be determined (as explained).
Since our goal is to measure the CP-violating form factor
f Z4 , these asymmetries will (to leading order) be proportional to f Z4 .
One can express the cross section σ of the f f̄ → ZZ
process as
σðf δ f̄ δ̄ → Zη Zη̄ Þ ≡ σ η;η̄ ¼

X
δ̄
⋆ δ;δ̄
Mδ;
η;η̄ ½ΘM η;η̄ ½Θ;

where σ η;η̄ , as defined in Eq. (12), is the unpolarized beam
cross section for the production of ZZ with helicities η and
ZZ
η̄. With this definition, AZZ
1 and A2 are calculated to be
2 2
2 4
Z
AZZ
1 ¼ −4β½ð1 þ β Þ − ð2β cos ΘÞ γ F 1 ðβ; ΘÞImf 4 ;
ZZ
AZZ
2 ¼ A1 ðcos Θ → − cos ΘÞ;

ð15Þ

to the lowest order in f Z4 , where γ ¼ M ZZ =ð2mZ Þ and
β2 ¼ 1 − γ −2 . The prefactor F 1 ðβ; ΘÞ is defined as
F 1 ðβ; ΘÞ
¼

ð12Þ

N 0 þ N 1 cos Θ þ N 2 cos2 Θ þ N 3 cos3 Θ
;
D0 þ D1 cos Θ þ D2 cos2 Θ þ D3 cos3 Θ þ D4 cos4 Θ
ð16Þ

δ;δ̄

where δ, δ̄ are the helicities of the incoming f, f̄ and η, η̄ are
the helicities of the outgoing ZZ pair, respectively [30].
Following from Eq. (9), the helicity amplitude M is
given as
Mff̄→ZZ ¼

1
Γμαβ ϵα ðp1 Þϵβ ðp2 Þjμ ðqÞ; ð13Þ
q − m2Z ZZZ
2

where ϵα ðp1 Þ and ϵβ ðp2 Þ are the polarization vectors of the
two outgoing on-shell Z bosons with four momenta p1 and
p2 , respectively. The momentum of the off-shell Z boson
is characterized by q ¼ p1 þ p2 and the fermionic current
with which it connects to the Lagrangian is denoted by jμ.
In the limit where the fermions are assumed to be massless,
the jμ current is conserved, qμ jμ ¼ 0.
In a lepton collider, the angle Θ is defined as the angle
between, e.g., the incoming e− beam direction and the Z
whose helicity is given by the first index η. In a hadron
collider, we make use of the event boost in the laboratory
frame to determine the direction of the incoming particle, i.e.,
as the boost direction identifies with that of the incoming
quark, with respect to which the angle Θ is then measured.
Hence, the forthcoming asymmetries, normally studied at
lepton colliders, can also be exploited at the LHC.
Here, we introduce three observable asymmetries,
namely AZZ, ÃZZ , and A00ZZ . Since the two Z bosons in
the final state are indistinguishable, for the observation of
these asymmetries, one studies the forward hemisphere
where one defines the A1 asymmetry. Then, by studying the
backward hemisphere, one defines the A2 asymmetry. If the
asymmetries in the two hemispheres are not equal, i.e.,
A1 − A2 ≠ 0, one can confidently claim that the model is
CP violating.
ZZ
A. Asymmetries AZZ
1 and A2
ZZ
The AZZ
1 and A2 asymmetries are defined as

AZZ
1 ≡

σ þ;0 − σ 0;−
;
σ þ;0 þ σ 0;−

AZZ
2 ≡

σ 0;þ − σ −;0
;
σ 0;þ þ σ −;0

ð14Þ

with the following coefficients
ξ1 ¼ sinθW cosθW ð1 − 6sin2 θW þ 12sin4 θW Þ;
ξ2 ¼ 16sin7 θW cosθW ;
ξ3 ¼ 1 − 8sin2 θW þ 24sin4 θW − 32sin6 θW ;
N 0 ¼ ð1 þ β2 Þξ1 ;

N 1 ¼ −2β2 ðξ1 − ξ2 Þ;

N 2 ¼ ðβ2 − 3Þξ1 ;

N 3 ¼ 2ðξ1 − ξ2 Þ;

2 2

D0 ¼ ð1 þ β Þ ðξ3 þ ξ4 Þ;

ξ4 ¼ 32sin8 θW ;

D1 ¼ 2ð1 − β4 Þξ3 ;

D2 ¼ −ð3 þ 6β2 − β4 Þðξ3 þ ξ4 Þ;

D3 ¼ −4ð1 − β2 Þξ3 ;

D4 ¼ 4ðξ3 þ ξ4 Þ:

ð17Þ

For all our BPs, we show these asymmetries in Fig. 5 for
three values of invariantpﬃﬃmass
of the outgoing ZZ pair,
ﬃ
MZZ . Note that MZZ ≠ seþ e− as we include bremsstrahlung photons from the initial state.
ZZ
B. Asymmetries ÃZZ
1 and Ã2

Other CP-violating observables are the ÃZZ
and ÃZZ
1
2
asymmetries, defined as
σ þ;0 þ σ 0;þ − σ 0;− − σ −;0
;
σ þ;0 þ σ 0;þ þ σ 0;− þ σ −;0
σ þ;0 − σ 0;þ − σ 0;− þ σ −;0
:
ÃZZ
2 ≡
σ þ;0 þ σ 0;þ þ σ 0;− þ σ −;0
ÃZZ
1 ≡

ð18Þ

Calculating these asymmetries to leading order in f Z4
reduces their expressions to


−2β½ð1þβ2 Þ2 −ð2βcosΘÞ2 ½1þβ2 −ð3−β2 Þcos2 Θ
ÃZZ
¼
1
ð1þβ2 Þ2 −ð3þ6β2 −β4 Þcos2 Θþ4cos4 Θ
×γ 4 ξImf Z4 ;


−2βcosΘ½ð1þβ2 Þ2 −ð2βcosΘÞ2 ðβ2 −cos2 ΘÞ
¼
ÃZZ
2
ð1þβ2 Þ2 −ð3þ6β2 −β4 Þcos2 Θþ4cos4 Θ
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FIG. 5. The asymmetries AZZ
1 ðΘÞ and A2 ðΘÞ as functions of Θ for three values of M ZZ , the invariant mass of the outgoing ZZ
particles (in GeV).
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The Hermitian spin-density matrix ρη;η̄ of the Z boson
with the scattering angle Θ (the recoiling Z boson is
produced at the scattering angle π − Θ) defines the angular
distribution of f 0 in the Z → f 0 f̄ 0 decay:

where we have defined ξ and ξ̃ to be
ξ¼

2sinθW cosθW ð1 − 6sin2 θW þ 12sin4 θW Þ
;
1 − 8sin2 θW þ 24sin4 θW − 32sin6 θW þ 32sin8 θW

ξ̃ ¼

−4sinθW cosθW ð1 − 6sin2 θW þ 12sin4 θW − 16sin6 θW Þ
;
1 − 8sin2 θW þ 24sin4 θW − 32sin6 θW þ 32sin8 θW
ð20Þ

and γ ¼ M ZZ =ð2mZ Þ and β2 ¼ 1 − γ −2 as before.
ZZ
In Figure 6, we present the ÃZZ
1 and Ã2 asymmetries for
all our BPs, again, for three values of M ZZ , the invariant
mass of the outgoing ZZ pair.
C. Asymmetries A00ZZ
and A00ZZ
1
2
To study the helicity formalism of the Z boson pair, it is
sufficient to focus on the decay of one outgoing Z boson
and study its density matrix, without analyzing the complicated event topology of the 4-fermion final state from the
decays of the Z boson pairs [30].

ρðΘÞη;η̄ ¼

1 X δ;δ̄
δ̄
Mη;η0 ðΘÞM δ;
η̄;η0 ðΘÞ;
N ðΘÞ

where, again, δ, δ̄ are the helicities of the incoming f, f̄
beams and η, η̄ are those of the outgoing Z bosons. Here, N
is a normalization factor which ensures TrðρÞ ¼ 1.
Since the ðþ; −Þ or ð−; þÞ components of the spindensity matrix ρ receive the largest CP-violating contribution [30], another observable CP-violating asymmetry is
defined as
1
A001 ¼ − ½ImρðΘÞþ;− ;
π

1
A002 ¼ ½Imρðπ − ΘÞ−;þ :
π

D. Observability prospects
The results in Fig. 2 and Figs. 5–7 in our Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM
can be compared with those in the IDM of Ref. [36] and the
IDM plus inert singlet of Ref. [40]. Owing to the additional
inert (or dark) neutral scalar loop content in our setup (and
larger scalar-gauge couplings), we do find significantly
larger values of f Z4 than in either of these two constructs,
indeed, up to a factor of 3 or so. This in turn reflects into
typically larger values of the asymmetries defined in the
previous three subsections with respect to the yield of both
the models advocated in Ref. [36] and Ref. [40]. Hence,
whenever the corresponding constructs will become testable in a collider environment, so will be the case for ours
as well. However, these two publications exclusively
concentrated on the scope of future eþ e− colliders in
testing CP-violating effects in the inert (or dark) sector,
whereas we have shown here that, when a proper treatment
of the initial state dynamics is implemented in eþ e−
annihilations, i.e., electron/positron PDFs are introduced
herein, just like in hadronic machines for the (anti)proton

ð22Þ

Calculating this to the lowest order in f Z4 , with γ ¼
MZZ =ð2mZ Þ and β2 ¼ 1 − γ −2 , one finds:

A00 ðΘÞ ¼ A001 − A002


βð1 þ β2 Þ½ð1 þ β2 Þ2 − ð2β cos ΘÞ2  sin2 Θ
¼
γ 2 ξRef Z4 ;
π½2 þ 3β2 − β6 − β2 ð9 − 10β2 þ β4 Þ cos2 Θ − 4β4 cos4 Θ

which, unlike other asymmetries defined here, is proportional to the real part of f Z4 .
Figure 7 shows the A00 ðΘÞ asymmetry for all our BPs for
three values of invariant mass of the outgoing ZZ pair,
MZZ , as previously.

ð21Þ

δ;δ̄;η0

ð23Þ

content, one finds that the 14 TeV LHC can surpass in
sensitivity lepton colliders with energies ranging from 250
to 1000 GeV. In fact, while the differential cross section in
MZZ is more peaked in the latter case, the integral of it over
its full kinematic range is larger in the former case.
Altogether, the Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM would afford one, in selected
regions of its parameter space, with asymmetries at the
permille level over a sustained range in M ZZ , thus nearly an
order of magnitude higher than in the IDM with and
without an additional inert singlet. In essence, we claim that
observability of “dark CP violation” may well occur sooner
rather than later, as the (already approved) high luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC) can boast a luminosity comparable to that
of many (possible) future electron-positron colliders.
However, as already remarked in Refs. [36,40], the full
data sample at either machine would be needed to establish
any significant effects of CP violation emerging from the
inert (or dark) sector, given that the one-loop cross section
associated to the imaginary part of the f f̄ → ZZ process is
orders of magnitude smaller than that stemming from the
real part of it, as this includes a SM tree-level contribution.
However, this t, u-channel (tree-level) contribution is
topologically different from the s-channel (one-loop) one
carrying CP-violating effects, so that one may attempt
reducing the first one through an appropriate kinematic
selection enhancing the second one. Indeed, there would
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FIG. 6. The asymmetries ÃZZ
1 ðΘÞ and Ã2 ðΘÞ as functions of Θ for three values of M ZZ , the invariant mass of the outgoing ZZ
particles (in GeV).
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FIG. 7. The asymmetry A00 ðΘÞ as a function of Θ for three values of M ZZ , the invariant mass of the outgoing ZZ particles
(in GeV).

still remain a topologically irreducible background due to
s-channel (one-loop) CP-conserving diagrams (i.e., f f̄ →
Z → ZZ via fermionic loops), but this is of the same order
as the CP-violating signal, so it should be possible to
disentangle these.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have shown that CP violation originating in the inert sector of the Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM can make
itself manifest in the active one, in fact, in gauge interactions, through one-loop effects entering the cross section
for f f̄ → Z → ZZ at the LHC (and future lepton colliders). This process is mediated by neutral Higgs boson
triangle topologies triggered by the inert states of the
aforementioned framework. Unlike the case of the CPviolating 2HDM, where such effects also exist but are
limited in size since one of the three neutral states has to be
very SM-like, in the Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM all four contributing
neutral scalars are inert and can have large gauge couplings.
Further, none of the interactions that are generated by the
latter can be constrained by EDM data, so that they can all
contribute coherently to generate significant asymmetries
and increase the cross section for the f f̄ → Z → ZZ

process, above and beyond the CP-violating 2HDM yield
or that of the 2HDM plus a singlet. The 2HDM plus a
singlet case with one active doublet scalar and an inert
singlet plus doublet scalars not only has fewer number of
inert states contributing to the ZZZ loop, but also has
diluted ZSi Sj couplings since the singlet has no direct
couplings to the SM gauge bosons.
In order to illustrate such a phenomenology, we have
defined several BPs, each embedding CP violation, over
the Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM parameter space, with varying mass
splittings and coupling strengths in the inert sector, all
compliant with available experimental data, from relic
density, (in)direct DM searches and colliders. For three
such BPs, we have quantified CP violation effects entering
three asymmetries which can all be defined in the qq̄ →
Z → ZZ channel and potentially measured at both the
LHC (f ¼ q) by the end of its lifetime (i.e., after the
HL-LHC [47,48] runs) and at future lepton colliders
(f ¼ e) such as the FCC-ee, ILC, CLiC, or CEPC running
at current design luminosities. Finally, we have illustrated
that the hadronic cross sections are typically larger than
the leptonic ones, so that it is quite possible that a first
evidence of a CP-violating Ið2 þ 1ÞHDM will occur at the
LHC rather than at the FCC-ee, ILC, CLiC or CEPC.
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